= fo*L(D(t, G, T))dt.
The paper consists of four parts. In Part I geodesic and ¿ly-geodesic distance are defined and the relationship between them is discussed. These concepts have been used previously by Silverman in [lO] and [ll] . Some properties of the length of a mapping restricted to the boundary of an open set as defined by Cesari in [2] are stated and for a connected open set an inequality between this definition and the definition given by Federer in [6] is given.
In Part II the inequality A(T)'=f0xL(D(t, G, T))dt for nondegenerate
mappings T is proved. The use of /Uy-geodesic distances makes it possible to give a proof of this inequality which is very similar to the proof of the Cavalieri inequality given by Cesari in [2] .
Part III is concerned with proving Theorem III. Two examples are given to show the hypothesis of Theorem III are necessary. Morrey's representation theorem and a recent result found independently by Fédérer [7] and L. C. Young [13] are used in the proof of Theorem III.
In Part IV the cyclic additivity of L(D(t, G, T)) is discussed. Theorems Then py-length / # g gpy-length /+py-length g.
Let T: ()->£* be a continuous mapping of the unit square Q in E2 into £*. Let T= 1 o m, m: Q-*M, 1 : M^>Ek be a monotone light factorization of T with monotone factor m, light factor 1 and middle space M. The middle space M will be understood to be metrized by the metric d(a, 6) defined as follows: let a and 6 be points of M, and let C denote the class of continua K in Q that meet m~1(a) and w_1(6), then d(a, 6) =infXec diameter T(K). The function p(j, p, q, T) has the following properties:
(a) p(j,p,q, T)úp(j+l,P,q, T). For each mapping T two geodesic distance functions will be used, one defined on the middle space M, and the other defined on the parameter domain Q. The geodesic function on the middle space, G(a, b, T), is defined by G(a, b, T)=inifGF(a.b,T) length 1 of. The geodesic distance function defined on Q, G(p, q, T), is defined by
Let p(p, q, T) = limj~xp(j, p, q, T). (Note that the limit exists since
Notice that for a collection of curves it is not true that infa length /" = limy..«, inf" ¿iy-length/a. Let Sk be the circle in E2 oí diameter 1/k and center (0,1/2/fe). Let/fc be the function which traverses Sk k times starting from (0, 0).
Then pr\engthfk új/k, so inf* ¿iy-length fk = 0 for every j but inf* length fk = w.
Proof of Lemma 1.1. G(p, q, T)^p(j, p, q, T) for every j hence G(p, q, T) p(p, q, T). To show the other inequality it may be assumed that p(p, q, T)
<oc. Let fjET(m(p), m(q), T) be such that juy-length 1 ofj-p(j, p, q, T) <l/j. Since /^-length 1 o/^^juy-length lofk for k^j, juy-length lo/t <p(P,q, T) + liork^j.
Let {/"} be a collection of functions/«: [0, l]->F where F is a compact metric space. According to [8] a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a collection {fá } which is relatively compact in the topology of uniform convergence and such that /« and /"' are Frechet equivalent is that the {fa} be equally divisible i.e. for each e>0 there is an integer « such that for each function /0 the interval [0, 1 ] can be subdivided into n subintervals on which the oscillation of /" is less than e. (The same n must work for all the Let e be a positive number and TV an integer greater than (p(p, q, 7") + l)e *. Let Q be the unit square with the relative topology as a subset of E2. For
subsets of Q open, closed, boundary, etc., will be understood to be with respect to this topology. For a set A, A* will generally be used to denote its boundary. For,the square Q it will be necessary to speak of its boundary both using the convention mentioned above and as a subset of E2, Q* will be used for the relative boundary and Q* for the boundary as a subset of E2. Let e be a positive number and p be the corresponding number for T, D(t, py, T) described in Lemma 1.2. Let t' = mmqew,nj,T))r< p(j, p, q, T). Then t'>t. Let t be any number t<r<t ' and let <r = min(T -t, t'-r). Let N be an integer so that if n>N, \Tn-T\ <p and \p(j,p, -, Tn)-p(j,p, -, T)\ <<r.
If qE(D(t, pi, T))" and ra>N
U qGD(r, py, T") and n>N
Since e was arbitrary the conclusion of the lemma follows.
Lemma II.2. Let T: Q->Ek be a continuous mapping. Let D(t, G, T)
= {qeQ:G(p,q, T)>t}. Then lim infy.« L(D(t, py, T))^L(D(t,G, T)).
Let e be a positive number and p be the corresponding number for T,
p¡, T) QD(t, G, T). Since limy..«,p(/, p, q, T) -G(p, q, T) the sets D(t, py, T) cover D(t, G, T). Since (D(t, G, T))p is compact there are a finite number of sets D(t, pj, T) which cover (D(t, G, T))"
. Let / be the largest of the integers/ corresponding to these sets D(t, p¡, T). Since p(/+l, p, q, T)^p(j, p, q, T).
(D(t, G, T))pCD(t, pi, T) iorj>J.
By Lemma 1.2, L(D(t, p" T))^L(D(t, G, T))-e for j>J. Hence lim infy^,,, L(D(t, py, T)) ^L(D(t, G, T)
) -e and since e was arbitrary the conclusion of the lemma follows.
Lemma 11.3. Let T:Q-^>Ek be a quasi linear mapping then A(T) fo~L(D(t, pi, T))dt.
Let S2= {Ä,} be a subdivision of Q into triangles on which T is linear. Let M be a Lipschitz constant for T. Let A, be a triangle so that T(Âi) is a nondegenerate triangle in Ek. Then T\Âx has an inverse (r[Ä,)_1: T(Äi)->Á,-which is linear and hence Lipschitzian on T(Äi). Let N be the maximum of the Lipschitz constants of the (7]Ä.)-1, Let Sn denote a strip of width 2(2/«)1/2 about the edges of the triangles of £2. Let Cp denote the square of center q and sides 1/n about q. Let pn(q) = l/n2fc,p(j, p, r, T)dL2(r). The functions p"(q) are continuously differentiable, converge uniformly to p(j, p, -, T) and using property (f) of the function p(j, p, q, T) it is seen that \p«(q') -p"(q)\ ÚM\q' -q\.
By 20.4(h) of [2] there is a quasi linear function <bn: Q-+E1 such that 0<p(j, p, q, T)-(pn(q) <e", where e" is a sequence of numbers tending to 0, and | grad <bn(q) -grad pn(q)\ <1/Nn at each interior point of a triangle of linearity of <bn.
Let fi"= {A,} be a triangulation of Q so that <pn and T are linear on each triangle of Q", each A,-is contained in a Ä, of ß, and A,-is contained either in S" or Q -Sn. ( 
Since <6n converges uniformly to p(j, p, q, T) and <pn^p(j, p, q, T), Lemma
implies lim infn^M L(T, D(t, <j>n))^L(D(t, py, T)). By taking limits, apply-
ing Fatou's lemma, and noting that lim infn^M Ea<cs» ^4 (7"| At) =0, it's con-
Lemma 11.4. Let T be a light mapping or a mapping whose only nondegenerate continuum of constancy is Q*; then A(T) ^fgL(D(t, p¡, T))dt.
By [9] if T is light T may be approximated by a sequence Tn of light quasi linear mappings such that A(Tn) converges to A(T) or if Ç* is the only continuum of constancy of T, T may be approximated by a sequence Tn of quasi linear mappings with the same property such that A(Tn) converges to A(T).
Let <p(r) =lim inín^K L(D(t, p¡, Tn)). By Lemma II.3 and Fatou's lemma
L(D(t, Pi, Tn))dr ^ I <b(r)dT. <j> is a light mapping, for if </> were constant on some nondegenerate connected set, the set would contain an interval on which <p was constant and <p would be differentiable on the interior of the interval. This implies T is a light mapping. If 2": Q-*Q is the identity mapping of Q onto Q, T= T o I is a montone light factorization of T with middle space Q.
Let p, q be distinct points of Q and fET(p, q, T). Let (xi, x2) be coordi- There are many ways of showing A(T) = oo. One is that if this were not so Theorem II proved below would be contradicted.
The following is an example of a mapping of finite area, such that there is a single point at an infinite geodesic distance from every other point. Let C be the closed unit disc in E2. Let (p, 0) be polar coordinates in E2 and (r, u, z) be cylindrical coordinates in E3. Define F: C->E3 by r=p, co = 0, z=p sin 1/p. Let H be any homeomorphism of Q onto C and let T=F o H. Then point which maps into the center of C is at an infinite geodesic distance from every other point of Q.
Most of the remainder of this part will be concerned with proving the following equality corresponding to the inequality of Theorem I. 
6E M different from m(p). Then fôL(D(t, G, T))dt=A(T).
If T is a closed nondegenerate mapping T is Frechet equivalent to a mapping T' which has Q* as it's only nondegenerate continua of constancy [9] . By [9] Let (u, v) be coordinate variables in Q and Xi, • • • , xk be the component mappings of T". Since T" is almost conformai it has the following properties: (a) T" is BVT and ACT (of bounded variation and absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli). Hence T" has partial derivatives almost everywhere in Q.
,_i du dv and J(q) is the Jacobian matrix of the partial derivatives then E(q)=G(q), and F(q) = 0 almost everywhere in Q and
Since T" is ACT, for almost every parallel to the w-axis and for almost every parallel to the «-axis T" restricted to this parallel is absolutely continuous as a function of one variable.
Lemma III.l. Let dEM, eEm'(Q'). LetfET(d, e, T) be such that length A mapping which may be discontinuous but satisfies all the other conditions for an ACT mapping is said to be ACE (absolutely continuous in the sense of Evans).
Lemma III.2. Let G(q, T") = G(m(p), m"(q), T). Then G(q, T") is ACE. 
| G(qi+i, T") -G(qi, T") |
Since similar considerations hold for analogous sets Q"0, it follows that G(q, T") is ACE.
Since T" is almost conformai and G(g, T") is ACE there is a measurable set B contained in Q with the following properties :
(a) The partial derivatives of T" and G(q, T") exist and E(q)=G(q), F(q) = 0 at every point of B.
(b) B=\J¡°+1 Bi where the Bi are disjoint measurable sets on which T" and G(q, T") are continuously differentiable.
(A function /: Em-»73" is said to be continuously differentiable on a set HQEm if its restriction to H may be extended to Em so that the resulting function is continuously differentiable.) (c) At every point of B, T" and G(q, T") have regular approximate differentials, and the same set A of boundaries of squares with sides parallel to the coordinate axes on which the limits are taken may be used for both functions.
(d) For each i let #,: E2-*EL and ^<: E2->£* be continuously differentiable functions such thatcK-l-B.^Gte, T")\Bi and ybi\Bi=T"\Bi. Let D4>i(q) and Dpi(q) denote the differentials of <j>i and ^, at a point q. Let DT"(q) and DG(g, T") denote the regular approximate differentials of T" and G(q, T") at a point q. Then the linear transformation associated with the Jacobian matrix J(q) of the partial derivatives of T", Ihpi(q), and DT"(q) are equal at every point of 73, and the linear transformation associated with grad G(q, T"), D<pi(q), and DG(q, T") are equal at every point of B( e) B is contained in the set S of parallels to the axes on which T" is absolutely continuous as a function of one variable. The set 73 may be obtained as follows: Since T" is almost conformai and G(g,T") is ACE the statement of (a) holds almost everywhere in Q. By Theorem I of [14] the existence of the partial derivatives of T" and G(g, T") almost everywhere implies that Q may be written (2 = Ui10P, where Z,2(Po) = 0 and the sets P, for ¿^1 are a disjoint sequence of closed sets such that T"\Pi and G(q, T")\Pi are continuously differentiable. By 26.2 (i) and (ii) of [2] the existence of the partial derivatives of T" and G(q, T") almost everywhere in Q imply the statement of (c) holds at almost every point of Q. Theorem 26.2 (i) of [2] implies the equality of the linear transformation associated with J(q) and DT"(q) and the equality of the linear transformation associated with grad G(g, T") and DG(q, T") at almost every point of Q. It is seen that D<Pi(q) = DG(q, T") and Thpi(q)=DT"(q) at every point of density of P, where the quantities on the right of the equal sign exist, hence almost everywhere in Pt.
Hence by discarding several sets of measure 0 and the set of points where I J(q) I =0 from the sets P, for i = 1 sets 73, are obtained such that 5 = UÍ"L1 73, has all the desired properties.
Lemma III.3. | Grad G(q, T") \ =E(q)112 at every point of B. Let/Gr(m(¿>), m"(q), T) be such that length 1 of=G(m(p), m"(q), T).
Let K be the corresponding continuum described in Lemma III. 1 with d = m(p) and e = m"(q). Let {qn} be a sequence of points approaching q so that {qn} EAf~\K where A is the set described in property (c) of the set B.
Since qnEK,
Urn DT"(q)(9n
Lemma 111.5. No point of B is contained in a nondegenerate continuum of constancy of T". Suppose q were a point of B belonging to such a continuum C. Let A be the set described in property (c) of the set B. Let qn be a sequence of points belonging to CC\A such that qn^q and qn converges to q. There is a point v on the unit circle and subsequence {qñ } of qn such that (q"' -q)/\qú -q\ converges to ». Now Proof of Theorem IILIfPisopen nondegenerate Theorem III follows from Lemma III.14 and Theorem I since T" and T are Frechet equivalent.
If T is closed nondegenerate a succession of squares Q" may be chosen in a manner similar to the choice of Q' so that the Qn expand outward to Q. Let Tñ = T'\Qn and P"" be defined as T" was defined. Then A (TU) =A(T¿') and 
Then L(D(t, G, T)) = 23ccï Lc(t).
For each cyclic element C of M for which sc = ', let Be be the union of the components of D(t, G, T) which meet C and let {ß} be the collection of components not meeting any cyclic element C for which scut. Let Ac = m~1(Bc) and {a} = {m~x(ß)}. By Lemma IV.3 and its corollary D(t, G, T) is a disjoint union of the sets of {a} and the sets Ac-By the additivity properties IC;»csl and CCF\ CQF
